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	Today's iPhone and iPad apps developers are often running into the need to refine, improve and optimize their apps performances. As more complex apps can be created, it is even more important for developers to deal with this critical issue. 

	

	Pro iOS Apps Performance Tuning and Optimization covers many common but difficult problems when tuning and optimizing performance for iPhone and iPad apps and how to resolve these problems efficiently. This book gives you the following:

	
		Basic knowledge on common problems in iPhone apps
	
		Advanced knowledge over data structure, algorithms, multithreading, and network data in iPhone apps
	
		Comparison with problems and solutions for Android and Windows Phone apps



	After reading this must-have book, you'll be ready to make the most of the processing power of the iPhone with your apps performance optimization know-how.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Benchmark your apps using emulators and real device tests
	
		Increase and optimize UITableView performance in your iOS apps
	
		Increase your app performance using image and data caching techniques
	
		Tune your apps using algorithms and data structures
	
		Improve your parallel data access using multithreading techniques
	
		Optimize memory usage for increased battery life and better apps performance
	
		Use native C code to address memory leaks or EXEC_BAD_ACCESS



	Who this book is for


	iOS app developers who have basic knowledge of how to write apps and want to extend their knowledge and skills to write better or optimally-performing apps.


	Table of Contents

	
		Introduction to iOS App Performance
	
		Benchmark Your Apps: Using Simulators, Emulators and Real Device Tests
	
		Increase and Optimize UITableView Performance
	
		Increase App Performance Using Image and Data Caching Techniques
	
		Tune Your Apps Using Algorithms and Data Structures
	
		Improve Parallel Data Access using Multithreading Techniques
	
		Optimize Memory Usage for Increased Battery Life and Better Performance
	
		Integrate Multithreading and Efficient Memory Usage for Multitasking Apps Performance
	
		Use Native C Code to Address Memory Leaks or EXEC_BAD_ACCESS
	
		Comparisons with Android and WinPhone Performance Problems
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AdvancED ActionScript Components: Mastering the Flash Component ArchitectureFriends of Ed, 2006
Macromedia's architecture is like a chest filled with precious jewels, and this book is quite simply the key to open it! One of the most important tools provided with Flash is the Macromedia Component Architecture: a framework of components written in ActionScript 2, based on established design patterns, that provides a wealth of functionality you...
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Building .NET Applications for Mobile DevicesMicrosoft Press, 2002
Master mobile programming with this title! It demonstrates how to use the Microsoft .NET Framework and Visual Studio.Net to create applications for phones, Pocket PCs, and other portable devices. Focusing on ASP.NET and the .NET Mobile Web SDK, it shows how to deliver appropriately formatted content for diverse hand held clients from a single...
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eCommerce in the Cloud: Bringing Elasticity to eCommerceO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Is your eCommerce solution ready for the cloud? This practical guide shows experienced and aspiring web architects alike how to adopt cloud computing incrementally, using public Infrastructure-as-a-Service and Platform-as-a-Service. You will learn how to marshal as much capacity as you need to handle peak holiday or special-event...
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Practical Hacking Techniques and CountermeasuresAuerbach Publications, 2006
Examining computer security from the hacker's perspective, Practical Hacking Techniques and Countermeasures employs virtual computers to illustrate how an attack is executed, including the script, compilation, and results. 

It provides detailed screen shots in each lab for the reader to follow along in a step-by-step process in order to...
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XenServer Administration Handbook: Practical Recipes for Successful DeploymentsO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Packed with practical advice, this hands-on guide provides valuable information you need to most effectively optimize and manage the XenServer open source virtualization platform. Whether you run a modest installation of a few blades or multiple global enterprise datacenters, this book focuses on the most critical issues you’re...
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Ray Tracing Gems: High-Quality and Real-Time Rendering with DXR and Other APIsApress, 2019

	
		This book is a must-have for anyone serious about rendering in real time. With the announcement of new ray tracing APIs and hardware to support them, developers can easily create real-time applications with ray tracing as a core component. As ray tracing on the GPU becomes faster, it will play a more central role in real-time...
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